Join our expanding team, be a part of a quality production process where
we set high value by your proficiency.

Strategic Purchaser
Location:
Jászárokszállás

Be our Employee, so we can achieve our



(price differences, supply issues) with the peer

prolonged developmental targets. In the plant of
Jászárokszállás we make small batch production

organizations


commercial refrigeration cabinets with various
labour process. You can find our cabinets in bigger

Assist and help the organization in problem solving

Negotiating prices, terms, logistic conditions and
contract suppliers



Work with suppliers and peer organizations on cost
out projects (like engineering change)

shopping centers.



Closely

follow-up

and

execute

on

time

the

engineering changes (ECN)

Requirements:




Collage/University

degree

in

business

terms leadtime, MOQ ect…) int he ERP system (JDE

(with

& SAP)

engineering acumen) or mechanical engineering (with
strong commercial acumen)






5+ years experinece in strategic purchasing





Knowledge of ERP systems (SAP), and MS Office





Ability to lead and manage communication on all



Take acive part in supplier scoring quarterly bases.
Forming/executing corrective actions if needed

Fluency in English both written and verbal

leadership levels

Regular maintenance of conditions (price, payment

Yearly reviewing all terms on his/her supply base
Support and work on transfer projects, localizing
suppliers with repect to the deadlines



Follow key material trends on the market, notify, react
if needed

Proactive presonality


Closely

work

with

category

management

in

formalzing and executing the sourcing strategy

Responsibilities:




Ability to lead, present and manage communication
on all leadership levels

Managing the direct material commodities. Supplier
finding, tendering, regular supplier visits to assess

Join Us!

capabilities


Sending and evaluating RFQs



Continuous development of supply base, decreasing
number of suppliers, run benchmark to find the best

Phone: +36 70 510 4155
E-mail: allas@carrier.utc.com

suppliers


Hit and overcome key KPIs on material productivity,
NITO, payment terms
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